Reduce Vessel Turn Time
Planners can sequence discharge containers in a single click and calculate the most efficient load-back sequence automatically with Spinnaker’s automated stowage.

Eliminate Costly Stowage Errors
An intuitive user interface, color-coding options, and helpful alerts inform planners of hazardous, refrigerated cargo, re-handles, and other key data at-a-glance.

Optimize Yard Space
Smart yard planning tools automatically designate the optimal spot for containers as they enter the terminal, reducing costly container shifts in the yard.
Flexibility to work the way you work

- Easy to implement into your existing operations and easy to change as your operations evolve over time
- Offers a multitude of views and configuration options so that planners can view data the way they want to see it
- Easily customize the toolset available to each team member’s role

Automated stowage

- Faster planning through full automation of the vessel planning process
- Creates an automatic load back sequence for vessel planners
- Alerts planners to potential yard bumps

User-driven reporting

- Easily run custom reports of your own
- Flexible list and recap tools enable planners to quickly view data the way they want to see it
- Powerful Find Tool provides a quick method for searching container information. Searches can be saved for repeated use
- Historical reporting and analytics deliver valuable trending data on your operation

Planning for all operations

- Vessel Planning & Autostow
- Vessel Workflow & Scheduling Tools
- Full support of cycling and twin-twenties
- Berth Planning
- Yard Planning with Yard Navigator
- Rail Planning
- Vessel, Yard, & Rail Editor
- Planning for ro-ro cargoes
- Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
- Integration with Differential Global Positioning Systems (DGPS), handheld devices, and mounted mobile display units.

Find more information at our website www.tideworks.com or call us at 206.382.4470
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